The mechanism of linguistic reflection allows a programming system to generate new program fragments and incorporate them into the system. Although this ability has important applications in persistent systems, its use has been limited by the difficulty of writing reflective programs. This paper analyses the reasons for this difficulty and describes START, a hyper-text based tool for reflection which has been implemented in the Napier88 hyper-programming environment.
Introduction
Linguistic reflection gives a programming system the ability to generate new program fragments and incorporate them into the ongoing computation. This has several applications in a persistent environment including supporting safe evolution of long-lived programs and data, and specifying highly generic programs that may be reused in many contexts. In strongly typed systems the linguistic reflection process includes checking of the generated program fragments to ensure type safety.
The details of linguistic reflection have been described by a number of authors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . A short overview of the technique and its applications in persistent systems will be given in order to motivate the main part of the paper, which analyses the problems involved in writing reflective generator programs and describes START (St Andrews Reflection Tool), a tool which aids in this process. One feature of START is its hyper-text user interface which allows conceptually different parts of a generator definition to be distinguished easily. The other main feature is the use of hyper-program representations [8, 12] to provide an additional binding mechanism. This gives increased safety and efficiency, and avoids the need to flatten type rep resentations to textual form.
Forms of linguistic reflection are provided in Lisp [13] , Scheme [14] and POP-2 [15] . This paper, however, will consider only strongly typed languages, relevant examples of which include PS-algol [16] , Napier88 [17] and TRPL [18] . Linguistic reflection in these languages involves the execution of generator procedures which produce as their results representations of program fragments in the corresponding language. These program fragments are incorporated into the application after the appropriate validity checks.
Two varieties of type-safe linguistic reflection can be identified; these vary as to the time at which generator execution takes place. With compile time linguistic reflection, supported in TRPL, the generators are evaluated during the course of program compilation and the new code produced is incorporated into the program being compiled. This technique could be viewed as a sophisticated form of macro expansion, where the language used to evaluate the macro is the same as the programming language itself. With run time linguistic reflection, supported in PS-algol and Napier88, the generators are evaluated during program execution and the new code produced is compiled and executed in the same context. Both forms of linguistic reflection have the effect of blurring the distinction between compile time and run time.
One application of linguistic reflection is in supporting evolution in strongly typed persistent systems. The inevitable changes to meta-data in long-lived systems give rise to the problem of consistently changing all the affected programs and data. Given some mechanism for locating the relevant programs and data, linguistic reflection can be used to introduce transformed versions in a controlled manner. One approach to limited automation of this process is described in [19] .
Another application is in providing highly generic programs. The reuse of existing software reduces development and maintenance costs; the more generic, or widely applicable, a software component is, the more likely it will be reused. Polymorphism [20, 21] is one powerful mechanism for genericity. There exist, however, some generic computations which are hard or impossible to express using parametric or inclusion polymorphism. The difficulty lies in the fact that the course of such a computation depends on details of the types of the input parameters, while parametric and inclusion polymorphism by their nature abstract such details away. A well used example is that of a strongly typed natural join function [22, 23] , where the algorithm and the type of the result relation depend on the types of the input relations. This can be implemented using linguistic reflection, by defining a generator procedure which accepts representations of the types of the relations to be joined and generates the representation of a procedure to perform the join for those types.
Thus linguistic reflection provides a rich form of ad-hoc polymorphism [24, 25] , with which generic yet type-dependent operators can be defined over wide ranges of types [1, 3, 23] . This mechanism has some similarities with that of 4GL systems, where generic application descriptions are automatically tailored to specific instances. In this case the structure of the type system and the language defines the primitives over which the generators are written.. It is somewhat ironic that the type system itself, which is often seen as restricting the expressibility of the language, can be used as the basis of very flexible and high level generation mechanisms. The technique is particularly suited to persistent systems since the persistent environment may be used as a cache to store executable versions of generated procedures.
This means that the generator need not be executed more than once for given parameters.
The next section discusses the problems encountered in writing reflective genera tor procedures for uses such as those outlined above. The remainder of the paper then introduces START, a generator editing tool which combines a hyper-text interface with hyper-program technology in an effort to tackle some of these problems.
Reflective Generators
This section examines the structure and role of the generator in the reflection process.
The Reflection Process
The process of linguistic reflection has been characterised in [10] Note that this description does not specify whether the generator evaluation takes place during compilation or execution, and is valid for either case.
Generator Structure
Each generator contains a result expression that when evaluated produces the generated program fragment. Some examples of sentences in these sets are shown below for a language in which members of Val L are strings, makeCode() denotes a call to a generator makeCode, and ++ denotes concatenation:
Note that the last example is itself a composition of two code fragments, one a member of L L Const and the other a member of L L Var . In general a generator body contains a section of code in L, here termed the prelude, followed by a section of code in L L Var that defines the resulting generated fragment, here termed the result definition. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . The purpose of the prelude is to set up an environment in which the result definition is evaluated. 
An Example of a Generator
The next section will identify some of the problems involved in programming generators. This section concentrates on an example written in Napier88. Lack of space prevents comparison with other languages and notations. Rather than use a complete but trivial example, the main part of a generator for the (non-trivial) natural join problem is shown in Figure 3 . To save space, various auxiliary procedure definitions are omitted. The form of the generator is a procedure which takes as parameters the representations of two structure types. These define the types of the relations to be joined: each relation is modelled as a set of structures. The output of the generator is the representation of a procedure to perform natural join over pairs of rela tions of these types. The generator procedure, defineJoin, takes as parameters the type representations type1 and type2, and returns a code representation as a string. Before the procedure declaration two strings are defined. defineTypes represents the definition of the type constructors Comparison and Set used within the generated code.
getPredefined represents code to bind to the existing procedures mkEmptySet and mkComparison in the persistent environment.
Within the body of defineJoin, a representation of the type of the join result, resultType, is computed from the input type representations by an auxiliary procedure joinResultType. Details of error reporting at this and other stages have been omitted for simplicity-for example the input types might not have compatible common fields on which to join, in which case the execution of the generator would fail. The generated code is then obtained by concatenating the type definitions and binding code with the definition of the join procedure itself. The general form of the join procedure is fixed by the string literals which are concatenated with the type dependent code fragments obtained by computing over the type representations.
The definitions of the auxiliary procedures writeType, defineOneJoin and defineCompareResult are omitted, as are the definitions of the types against which the generator itself is compiled and parts of the type definition string defineTypes. Details of how an executable version of the generated code is obtained are also not shown.
defineTypes ++ "'n" ++ getPredefined ++ "'n" ++ 
Why Programming Generators is Hard
Programmers writing generators in various languages have reported that generators are considerably more difficult to write and understand than conventional programs [3, 5, 7] . Some possible reasons for this are:
• A generator may describe a large class of programs rather than a single one.
Although a conventional program may have many different possible execution paths, its structure is fixed. The structure of different programs produced by a single generator may differ widely. To understand a generator the reader must determine the features common to all programs produced by it, and understand how the parts that vary among the resulting programs relate to the input parameters to the generator. In the example the overall structure of the join procedure is constant while the details of the result type and the joinOne procedure are dependent on the input types.
• The programmer must perform a mental mapping between sentences in L and their representations in L L . This is trivial for the example of "rec let join = …" but less so for writeType( type1 ).
• The constant and variable parts of the result definition appear different even though they both represent parts of the resulting program fragment. By the end of the generator execution they are integrated seamlessly but this is not apparent from inspection of the generator source code. This is seen in the same line as the previous example: • Communication of data between evaluation environments is unwieldy. It may be that a value computed during the execution of a generator prelude is required in the generated code. This involves either generating code to create a copy of the value, or placing a reference to the value in some storage accessible from both evaluation environments and then generating code to retrieve it. The first option involves an execution overhead and precludes communication of the identity of the value. The latter option also involves an execution overhead, and in addition there may be a risk of the value being removed from the environment before the generated code is executed. This second mechanism is used in the example: the generator produces code to retrieve the procedures mkEmptySet and mkComparison from the persistent store.
• There may be a lot of syntactic noise in the code of a generator, particularly where constant and variable parts of the result definition are composed together. The example contains many concatenation and quote symbols.
• In languages where Val L comprises string expressions, manipulation of program representations is unwieldy. One example of such a manipulation is determining the result type of a procedure from its representation. This is nontrivial when the representation is a string, since it involves parsing the string. A parse tree representation presents less of a problem, since the representation of the result type may be a component which can be accessed directly. This problem does not arise in the example since the generator is parameterised only by type representations.
These factors suggest several desirable features for any generator notation:
• Syntactic noise should be cut to a minimum.
• It should be easy to identify which parts of the result definition are constant, in L L Const , and which parts are variable, in L L Var .
• It should be possible to use different code representation forms in the constant and variable parts of the result definition. A textual form, such as strings, is easy to read in the constant parts since it gives a simple mapping between L L Const and L . An abstract syntax form may be more suitable for the variable parts as it facilitates the expression of code representation manipulations.
• There should be a simple mechanism enabling the generated code to refer to values in scope in the generator prelude.
• Supplementary tools to aid understanding of generators should be provided. For example, a tool could display the resulting code produced by a generator for given inputs. This could help in understanding the relationships between generator parameters and the code fragments produced by L L Var code.
START: The Generator Tool

Design Criteria
This section describes START, a tool designed to aid writing generators in Napier88. It is implemented within the Napier88 hyper-programming environment [26] . The principal ideas are:
1) to display the variable parts within a generator result definition as hypertext links; and 2) to allow generated code to contain hyper-program links.
The first point addresses the problems of excessive syntactic noise within result definitions and distinguishing between constant and variable parts, by presenting a clean user interface. The second addresses the problem of communicating between the separate evaluation environments of generator and generated code, by allowing generators to produce hyper-program representations. A hyper-program is a program which contains both text and embedded direct links to existing values in the persistent environment [27, 8, 12] . A generated hyper-program may thus contain a direct link to a value in scope within the generator. A window-based generator editor is used to allow the programmer to view a genera tor at various degrees of detail. At the most abstract level the programmer sees only the prelude code and the fixed parts of the result definition. The positions of the variable parts are indicated by light-buttons embedded in the code. This level of detail shows the programmer the main structure of the generated result, while abstracting over the variations that depend on the particular specialisation. To examine the details of the variations the programmer may press a button and view the corresponding code in a separate window. This use of windows allows much of the noisy syntax involved in combining parts of the result definition to be omitted, making it easier to read.
The usefulness of this ability to separate constant and variable parts of the result definition depends on the style in which generators are written. It is always possible to write generators in such a way that the entire result definition is variable; however the assumption is made that programmers will choose to write constant definitions for the generated code fragments that are common to all inputs.
Two additional design criteria were to give uniformity between generators and the variable L L Var parts of result definitions-which may themselves be regarded as genera tors-and to allow arbitrary nesting of generators.
Generator Model Details
START supports a model in which each generator has two separate components: a prelude and a result definition. The prelude is a procedure that processes the parameters input to the generator, while the result definition is a variant that may be either a fragment of hyper-program source code or a procedure that produces such a fragment. These source code fragments may contain place-holders corresponding to further generators. Thus each L L Var part of the result definition is itself represented by another generator.
To evaluate a generator its prelude is executed with the generator parameters passed to it. If the result definition is a procedure then it is executed in turn, with the results produced by the prelude passed to it. The result of this procedure, or the result definition itself in the other case, is a source code fragment which may contain place-holders for other generators. If so these generators are themselves evaluated and the resulting code fragments incorporated into the result. This process is continued until a source code representation without generator place-holders is obtained. A generator could be recursive, containing a place-holder to itself within its result definition, although the practical usefulness of this capability is questionable.
The ability of a generator to produce hyper-program source code containing links to data items means that generated code can refer directly to values constructed by the generator, or to values in the persistent store at the time of generator execution. Figure 4 shows some of the Napier88 type definitions describing this model. Generators are represented by instances of the structure type Generator. The first component is a procedure, prelude, that takes a Napier88 environment as its parameter and returns another environment. These environments contain the generator parameters and prelude results respectively.
The second component of a generator, the result definition, is an instance of the variant type GeneratorResult. Its value may be either an instance of type GeneratorSource or a procedure that takes an environment and produces a GeneratorSource. In the first case the result definition is a literal code fragment while in the second case it is a procedure that must be executed to produce a code fragment. In both cases the code fragment may contain hyper-program links and links to sub-generators, both represented by instances of the variant type BindingOrGenerator. Note that the literal branch of GeneratorResult is redundant so far as expressiveness is concerned: a literal result definition could be expressed as a procedure which ignored its parameters and always produced the same result. However, the presence of this branch enables the generator editor to display a meaningful representation of the result definition. The generator construction system provides a number of pre-defined types and procedures that may be linked into generators and generated code. The procedures provide set operations and analysis and synthesis of both type representations and source representations. Procedures and types may be linked directly into generator definitions using hyper-program construction tools [8] .
The START Generator Editor
User Interface
The generator editor provides a form window with a number of fields corresponding to the various components of a generator. When a particular component is not present, or empty, the field is not displayed. To create a generator the programmer fills in the fields as appropriate. All fields may contain hyper-program links to values, locations and types identified using an external browsing tool [26] . These are distinguished by the prefixes V:, L: and T: respectively shown on the link labels.
The first set of fields contains the prelude definition. One field contains the names and types of the prelude parameters. As a short cut for the programmer a separate field is provided for type representation parameters, since these are expected to be particularly common. Here the programmer need only specify the names of the parameters, since they are assumed to be of type TypeRep.
Other fields contain the body of the prelude code and the outputs from the prelude which will be passed on to the variable parts of the result definition. The result definition itself may be an expression, in which case the result varies between evaluations, or a literal, in which case the result is always the same. For an expression the editor provides fields for both general parameters and type representations, as for the prelude parameters. The result body then contains code which when executed will generate a code representation.
For a literal a single field contains the result code. In addition to the normal hyper-program links, a literal result definition may also contain links to sub-generators, corresponding to embedded variable parts of the result. These links are distinguished by the prefix G: on their labels. The programmer creates a sub-generator at the current insertion point by pressing the sub-generator button. This inserts a link and invokes a new generator editing window. The nesting of generators may be continued to any depth. If the insertion point lies within an expression definition when the sub-generator button is pressed a new generator is created but the link to it is a hyper-program link and has a V: prefix. Thus a result definition is represented as a form of hyper-text comprising a graph of linked generators and sub-generators. Figure 5 shows an example of a generator which prompts the user for a string, converts it to a source representation, and incorporates it into the generated representation of a procedure mapping reals to reals. The names on the buttons denoting the links are present to aid understanding but do not affect the semantics of the code fragments: the programmer could change the button names if desired. The initial names are supplied by the browsing tool with which the links are created. When all details have been filled in the programmer can create an instance of type Generator by pressing the compose button. The generator is passed to the browsing system where it may be evaluated for particular parameters, stored or manipulated in any other manner. Figure 6 shows a generator editor used for the natural join example. The large window contains the generator for join itself, while the others contain sub-generators type1 and type2 and an auxiliary procedure joinResultType .
Example
The prelude takes two type representation parameters of type TypeRep, representing the tuple types of the input relations. For brevity the checks to ensure that they represent structure types are not shown. The prelude enriches the input environment with three new values: resultType, which represents the tuple type of the result relation, and type1Fields and type2Fields which are sets containing the field information for the two input types. The value resultType is obtained by calling a procedure joinResultType , a direct link to which is contained in the prelude code. The structure field information is obtained using the pre-defined procedure getStructureFields which returns a set of <name, type representation> pairs.
The result definition is a literal and contains the definition of the generated join procedure. The code contains a number of links to sub-generators. These are used to define, in order of appearance, the first input type, the second input type, the result type (twice), a procedure to perform a join between a single tuple and a relation, and a procedure to compare instances of the result type.
The result definition also contains a direct link to the pre-defined procedure mkEmptySet. This contrasts with the Napier88 solution in which the result definition contains code to link to the procedure in the persistent store. The direct link notation is both more concise and more secure, as there is no danger of access to the procedure being removed between the times of evaluation of the generator and execution of the generated result. Figure 6 also shows the definition of the procedure joinResultType which computes a representation of the result type. This is achieved by constructing the union of the two sets containing the names and types of the fields of the input types and using the pre-defined procedure mkStructureType to create a type representation. The other windows show the sub-generators type1 and type2. These generators use the pre-defined procedure mkTypeLink to obtain links to the types represented by the input type representa tions. The point of having a distinguished literal branch in the result definition type, rather than representing all result definitions as procedures, should now be apparent. It means that the fixed parts of the result definition can be displayed in the generator editor without having to evaluate the generator against any particular parameters.
The combination of the START tool with the hyper-programming environ ment gives the following advantages over the pure Napier88 solution of Figure 3: • It may be easier to understand the general form of the generated code, that of a procedure which takes two sets as parameters and returns a third. • Less code is generated since type definitions and specifications of how to access values in the persistent environment are replaced by hyper-program links.
• There is no need to flatten a structured type representation to a textual form for inclusion in the generated code, as performed by the procedure writeType in Figure 3 .
Testing Generators
The testing facility allows the programmer to test a generator with various inputs. When the test button is pressed a new window is displayed, containing a subwindow in which values for the generator parameters may be entered. The programmer can then press the generate code button to evaluate the generator with those parameters. If the generator executes successfully the resulting code repre sentation is displayed in the lower sub-window. One possible reason for failure of the genera tor is that the parameters supplied are not compatible with those expected by the generator: in this case a message to that effect is displayed. When generated successfully, the code may itself be evaluated by pressing the evaluate button. If the generated code is well formed it is executed and any resulting value displayed by the browsing system; otherwise messages indicating the errors are displayed. Figure 7 shows a test window for a generator which takes no parameters. The generate code button has been pressed and a procedure definition has been generated. The generated code contains hyper-program links to the existing procedure locations sin and f. The programmer could now create an instance of the new procedure by pressing evaluate. 
Errors
Many problems with this technique remain. One of the principal problems is dealing with errors, which may arise at any of the following points:
• during the execution of a generator; • during compilation of the generated code produced by a generator; or • during execution of the generated code.
An exception mechanism supported by the underlying language could be used to handle errors occurring during the execution phases. In the absence of such a mechanism the generator model could be refined to allow a generator to return errors instead of a code fragment. For example, a natural join generator could return a join not defined error when the input types had no common fields.
Errors during compilation and execution of the generated code are more problematic for the user, who is unlikely to know or care about the details of the generator. In the absence of such errors the user may even be unaware of the existence of the generated code: the generator could be hidden by an encapsulating procedure which calls the generator and then calls the generated code to produce the required result. However, errors in the generator code itself may result in invalid code being generated. While the resulting compilation errors could be reported to the user these are unlikely to be useful to anyone other than the author of the generator. Similarly errors may arise during the execution of the generated code; the challenge is to be able to report these errors to the user in terms of the user problem domain rather than the domain of execution of the generated code.
It is not clear how far the static checking of generators can be developed. An ideal system would be able to determine from static analysis of a generator whether the generated code would always be syntactically correct. Intuitively this appears undecidable for any non-trivial generator language. It is conceivable however that it would be possible to design a generator language which was sufficiently restricted to allow static checking while retaining enough expressibility to be useful.
Language Issues
The approach taken with the START tool has been to design a generator model as an add-on to the unchanged Napier88 language. Alternatively, generator could be provided as a construct within a language. This would be a more elegant solution but it is not clear what other benefits, if any, would result. Two other possibilities for future work are to allow pattern matching on the structure of type and program representations within generators, and to allow more highly structured program representations to be used in conjunction with string representations. These features are both found in TRPL [18] , and in the persistent context might allow manipulation of program representations to be expressed more clearly and succinctly.
User Interface
Plans for further development in the user interface area include provision of enhanced tools for testing generators, and the use of colour in the generator editor to distinguish the varieties of embedded links.
Conclusions
Linguistic reflection has a number of applications in persistent systems, but the difficulty of writing and understanding generators has limited its use. This paper has identi fied some of the reasons for this and described START, a hyper-text based generator editor tool designed to ease the process. The tool relies heavily on the existing Napier88 hyper-programming environment [26] .
One feature of START is its hyper-text user interface which allows concep tually different parts of a generator definition to be distinguished easily. It enables the programmer to concentrate either on the form of the generated code common to all uses or details of type dependent parts as required. The other main feature is the use of hyper-program representations to provide an additional binding mechanism. Where appropriate the code generated may contain embedded direct hyper-program links to values, locations and types in the persistent environment. This results in shorter generated code and increased safety and efficiency. It also avoids the need to flatten type representations to textual form.
The generator editor has been implemented in the Napier88 hyper-programming environment.
Although the current editor only supports the development of Napier88 generators, it is believed that the concepts could be applied to any selfsupporting persistent programming system.
